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The production lines for
impact-extruded collapsible
aluminium tubes

The TMC production lines from mall//herlan
produce collapsible tubes made of aluminium.
Aluminium slugs enter at the front, and tubes complete with cap ready to be filled - are the
finished product at the end of the line.
These lines produce in two different versions
either 170 or 20o aluminium tubes per minute
in a continuous process.
The TMC tube lines are mature machines with
proven reliability, backed up by over 100 years
of expertise and experience in the field of
mechanical engineering at mall//herlan.
With an effective production speed of
170/200 cpm, lines of this kind can turn out over
50/60 million tubes a year.

 ozens of installations on all continents – proven
D
and reliable technology
Turn-key line machines with unique design – to fit
all plant layouts
Strong and stable extrusion process performed
by the press during each stroke movement –
production reliability guaranteed
Precision cutting and shoulder brush in the trimming
and brushing machine – top-quality tube output
Reliable transfer systems - smooth operation and
high production output
Energy-saving features of the decoration process/
drying oven – cost-effective
High-quality premium decoration printing unit with
up to 8 colours – widest possible decor variety
Reliable and continuous cap/nipple application on
the capping machine – broadest possible variety
of closures
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Operation:
Aluminium slugs enter at the front of the machine, and tubes ready to be filled emerge
from the other end of the line - in a single continuous process. The line consists of
three modules: the frontend produces the tubes, the deco area applies the protective
coating and the label, and the backend is where the caps are screwed onto the tubes,
followed by quality checks and final packaging.
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